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jcpenney is at a pivotal point in their relationship with
women 25-34 years old. They have set long-term goals
to enhance the experience at every level of consumer
contact, driving profitable growth and creating a
sustainable, competitive advantage.
These women are at different stages of their lives—
contemplating their education, pursuing jobs, and
forming families—but share similar attitudes and macro
trends. They exude optimism and self-confidence, as
well as a sense of self-discovery. While pursuing
a simpler, easier, more convenient life, they seek a
renewed connection with their family and community.
These tech-savvy individuals rely heavily on the opinions
of their peers, averaging 1-2 hours a day on social
media networks. Additionally, these women crave
attention and expect a certain level of personalization in
every message they receive, whether it’s from a friend,
an acquaintance they randomly connect with through
the Internet, or the brands with which they choose to
associate themselves.

Blue, Inc. understands the target audience and has
created a campaign that personally connects with these
women.
Our strategy is simple: choice.
With our campaign, jcpenney empowers these women
by giving them the freedom of choice. The choice
to buy conservative or modern, traditional or trendy;
choices they didn’t realize they had. These choices will
allow jcpenney to form a relevant relationship with these
women, both in-store
and out.
In our campaign, we change how jcpenney connects
with women 25-34 years old, but stay true to the
mission of being America’s shopping destination for
discovering great styles at compelling prices. This
campaign will effectively engage these women and
redefine their shopping experience, providing the
freedom of choice.
Their choice: jcpenney.
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RESEARCH
OBJECTIVES
-Test consumer response to upbeat and fun advertising campaigns
-Segment consumers based on behaviors and environment
-Determine consumer spending habits in the retail category
-Identify consumer perceptions of their current department store and shopping habits
-Gauge consumer reaction to jcpenney’s attributes and benefits

Insights
We conducted primary and secondary research
to gain insight about our target audience and the
retail industry. Primary research was collected
through surveys. A total of 251 surveys were
collected from women ages 25-34 nationwide.
Of the women surveyed in our primary research:
76% of respondents are most likely to act upon
humorous, fun and upbeat advertisements; 17%
prefer serious and straightforward ads and 7%
respond to sentimental messages.
63% of our survey respondents would be willing
to act on a discount between 10-29% off. 27%
of respondents said a discount of 30-40% off
would be required for them to take action.

Nearly half of the women in our target audience
have a college degree. They are the most likely
group to watch full-length television shows and
video clips online. They are also more likely
to visit social networking sites, read blogs and
download music online.

% OF WOMEN LIKELY TO RESPOND

RESPONSE TO PROMOTIONAL MESSAGES

100%

80%

60%

40%
20%

EMAIL

TV

ONLINE

MEDIA

DIRECT
MAIL

85% of our target audience pampers themselves
throughout the year. 47% pamper themselves
for a special occasion. When asked how they
choose to pamper themselves, the majority said
through spa-related services. The next most
popular categories were purchasing a new
outfit or accessory, and shopping and making
purchases.
62% of survey respondents spend at least one
hour a day actively participating on a social
media network.

Social Networking Trends
-16% of women use social networks to follow businesses to find sales, deals, special prices
and promotions
-Social networking has a 90% reach for women 25-34 years old in the U.S.
-Of all age sub-groups, women 25-34 spend the most
-53% of women are making purchase decisions based on information they find in blogs
Women surveyed, live in 23 states representing
all regions of the country
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competition
analysis
Kohl’s
jcpenney strives to provide customers with stylish merchandise
at compelling prices. In doing so, they haven’t focused on the
particular needs of the target audience. The current marketing
strategy lacks the ability to engage this demographic beyond the
shopping experience, which has weakened consumer interaction
and minimized their growth potential.
jcpenney’s long-term goals are to enhance the shopping
experience through the use of social media platforms that
connect with the needs of the target audience. In order for this
plan to be successful, a campaign that will utilize traditional
mass media and create social buzz needs to be executed.
jcpenney will achieve their goal of becoming America’s favorite
retail destination for apparel, accessories and home fashion by
redefining their message. In order to do so, a fully integrated
campaign to strengthen their relationships with their target
audience needs to be developed.
jcpenney needs to engage with their target audience on a
personal level by forming a connection and creating lasting
relationships, increasing interactivity and encouraging the target
audience to relate with jcpenney.

-Primary stand-alone store competition
-Extensive promotional discounts that make originally
high prices surprisingly low
-Carries audience-relevant, popular brands like
Simply Vera by Vera Wang, Sonoma and LC by
Lauren Conrad

Target
-Excels in customer loyalty and satisfaction due to chic
yet affordable merchandise and exclusive clothing
lines such as Cherokee and Liz Lang Maternity
-Captivates audience with distinctive advertising that
enhances brand position, while weekly FSIs highlight
great deals
-Offers increased convenience through super centers
that serve as one-stop shops

Wal-Mart
-Places little emphasis on being a “fashion leader,”
preferring to be a low-cost leader on all fronts.
-Provides prestige to products with brands like the
Martha Stewart Crafts line and the Better Homes and
Gardens furniture line
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Competition in the discount department store environment
is fierce, as women crave increasing amounts of
individuality, style and affordability. The leaders in the
industry have outpaced the competition by offering
distinctive advantages to their customers such as strong
rewards and loyalty programs, deep discounts and
relevant up-to-date fashions and designers. The industry
as a whole faces competition from specialty retail stores
that have the ability to reach specific style or niche at a
comparable price.

Macy’s
-Primary in-mall store competition
-Offers affordable merchandise and luxury amenities
with high end fashion brands like AK Anne Klein, DKNY
Jeans and Michael Kors
-Promotes savings of 40-70% off during one-day sales

Sears
-Leads the category in tools, lawn and garden, home
electronics and automotive repair
-Occupies a poor position in the marketplace, ranking
last among consumers in our target audience in terms
of brand perception

Outside Category
For household goods and furniture, IKEA stores provide
a low-cost product with distinctive style. Specialty
clothing retailers like Express, Banana Republic, Old
Navy and New York and Co. satisfy the clothing
and style needs for many of the women in our target
audience.
These specialty retailers represent a significant threat to
jcpenney because women 25-34 without children show
a high affinity for specialty store shopping.
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SWOT
Strengths
-Affordable and quality merchandise for relevant
milestones in the lives of our target audience, such as
weddings, new homes and children
-Trusted services such as the salon and photo studio that
supplement the merchandise selection
-Premier locations across the country in large malls and
prominent shopping areas
-Frequent sales promotions encourage repeat purchase
behavior for jcpenney consumers
-JCPRewards is a well-established loyalty program with
growing membership
-jcpenney pioneered online shopping and has
maintained dominance over competitors in e-commerce
-Sephora occupies an upscale position in the mindset of
the target audience and draws a more affluent consumer
to shop at jcpenney

opportunities
-More than 40% of women in the target audience
currently own a smart phone, a number that continues
to grow at an annual rate of 30-35%
-Recent economic challenges have created a greater
demand for affordable quality goods
-Growing number of brides are spending less on their
weddings and doing more of the planning themselves
-Target audience thrives on social networking and
frequently shops online both at home and at work
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Despite intense competition from multiple retail
environments, jcpenney offers a powerful combination
of goods and services for the busy women that make
up the target audience. Great opportunities exist
to provide solutions in one convenient, affordable
and personalized environment. Our campaign will
confront the current weaknesses of jcpenney while
combating external threats and taking advantage
of emerging opportunities to engage and excite the
target audience.

weaknesses
-Messages lack excitement and the ability to engage
with jcpenney beyond the shopping environment
-Poorly defined position within the discount department
store category
-Fewer well-known designers that appeal to the
target audience
-Advertising messages place insufficient emphasis on
services and departments other than women’s apparel
when targeting women ages 25-34
-Outdated interior and exterior aesthetics inhibit an
enjoyable, engaging and fulfilling shopping experience

threats
-Women ages 25-34 are fragmenting their media
choices due to their broad array of options and interests
-Consumers have less spending power overall
-Competitors are offering chic designers
-Brand switching behavior is high within target audience
-Cluttered marketplace provides several options for the
same products

TARGET AUDIENCE
Insights

Engaged or NEWLYWEDs

For most women, their 20’s and 30’s are a time of
great change and many “firsts” – first marriages,
first babies and first careers. These changes guide
their lives as well as their purchasing behaviors. The
timeline for these events varies widely among the
25-34 year old female demographic, prompting
the need for three distinct target audiences: singles,
engaged or newlyweds, and mothers.

Engaged or Newlyweds ages 25-34 constitute
2.6% of the total female population over 25 years
of age.

Singles

Brides want to look the part on the big day, but
are also planning intimate weddings at a lower
cost. They often choose to forgo a wedding
planner, spending less on décor and finding a more
affordable venues for the ceremony and reception.
They are also using social media to share their
wedding details.

Single women ages 25-34 constitute 6% of the total
female population over 25 years of age. They are
in the midst of a fast-paced, exciting life stage. Most
have completed their education, landed a secure
job and are living either alone or with friends.
Because they are single, they tend to have the most
discretionary income of our three target audiences,
as well as the most expensive tastes.
Guided by a spontaneous spirit, this target audience
is eagerly experiencing the prime time of their life by
trying new things. They are relying heavily on their
social circles and solidifying their own style-savvy
image. They’re oozing with optimism and excitement
for the future, and placing increasing amounts of
importance on their appearance.
Whether they are heading to the office, out for
a night on the town or home to re-connect with
family, single women are looking for excitement,
personalization, style and service from the
retail experience.

In a highly transitional stage of their lives, this group
is extremely concerned with appearance, health,
wellness and physical fitness. Looking good is
important, and their overwhelming desire to look
great during their wedding is becoming
more apparent.

Mothers
Married women ages 25-34 with children constitute
10% of the total female population over 25 years of
age. They tend to focus more on others than themselves.
Mothers respond to advertising messages in a
different way than women without children. Research
shows that they have more favorable responses to
humorous advertisements reflecting everyday life
situations and prefer ads where the people are
making eye contact with the audience.
They tend to seek increased information prior to
purchase, discriminate more on price and shop
online more frequently for convenience.
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MARKETING
STRATEGY
Women in their twenties and thirties form some of their
most lasting relationships as they move through major life
phases. These relationships do not form overnight. The
accumulation of everyday choices forms the basis for
these lifelong bonds. In order to speak with women ages
25-34 effectively, we will relate their daily experiences
to their jcpenney shopping experiences. In result, we will
form our lasting relationship with our target audience
while reinforcing jcpenney’s brand positioning,
Everyday Matters.
Through the use of a multi-phase campaign, we seek to
increase interactivity by giving the target audience several
opportunities to engage with jcpenney. Just as women
form relationships as they move through major life phases,

our five-phase campaign is structured to build a lasting
bond through their everyday choices.
To emphasize the development of a long-term shopping
relationship with women ages 25-34, each phase will
be tailored to drive both in-store and digital, measurable
marketing objectives.
The campaign will employ traditional mass media
- magazines, television, radio and newspaper - to
support social buzz generated through Twitter, YouTube,
Facebook, Foursquare and Fashism.com. A fundamental
emphasis will be placed on personalization by heavily
utilizing direct mail, e-mail, and a Personalized URL
(PURL) campaign.

IN-STORE OBJECTIVES
Customer Service

shopping Environment Digital Interactivity

Improving the customer service
experience in jcpenney stores is
important to positioning the retailer as
a personalized and engaging place
to shop. By placing an emphasis on
employee education, we will revitalize
and enhance the shopping experience.

45% percent of customers stress while
shopping is attributable to flaws
in the environment like long lines,
unorganized shelves and poor service.
An additional 32% of stress is linked
to an overabundance of merchandise
options, brand names, and lack of
information needed to help make the
purchase decision.
To make the shopping experience less
stressful, we will increase the frequency
of new merchandise and promotional
events and expanding on the planned
store renovations that began in 2008.
Enhancements to store layout
will include clarifying signage,
utilizing advanced display lighting,
emphasizing cleanliness and
renovating fitting rooms.

To do this, we will implement a
three-day, two-night annual training
conference for full-time employees.
Personnel will gather in the top 10
markets to familiarize associates with
jcpenney merchandise and customers,
and inspire them to carry out
their duties in a professional and
engaging manner.
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In February 2011, jcpenney rolled
out FindMore stations in 120 stores
across the country. These stations
provide a key link between the
digital aspect of our campaign
and the in-store experience. We
will create additional applications
to compliment the touchscreen
technology investment in-store.

Our campaign

empowers women ages 25-34 to

make every day matter, with jcpenney as an integral part
of their lives. In doing this, our campaign
strengthens their connection with jcpenney, forming a
meaningful relationship, no matter what phase of life they are in.
Support comes from customizable interactions with
our target audience, providing choices at every level of
consumer contact. The tone of our campaign will be

upbeat, genuine and chic.
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february 1 – March 31, 2012

Your kid is happy, but your house is even messier than before. It could be worse, right?
Find out more at www.youtube.com/yourmove

Objective
Our primary objective is to persuade women 25-34 years old to visit jcpenney
stores by creating an increased awareness of the relevance of jcpenney’s
products to their unique lifestyles.
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5% increase in store visits from target audience
20% increased proficiency on aided recall tests
10% increase in JCPRewards registrations during Phase 1

We will create magazine advertisements, a direct mail piece, and television
and radio spots to launch our campaign. These will introduce our theme and
create anticipation for upcoming campaign elements.
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Measurement

Action

Dishware and cooking appliances are available in the home department at jcpenney.

[

Let your kid have the play date to keep
him out of your hair. (Flip to page 44)

[

or

[

Chip away at the To Do list before it
takes over your life. (Flip to page 18)

[
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Your kid is not pleased, but is there anything better than a clean house?
Find out more at www.youtube.com/yourmove.

your life. your style. your move.—a slogan that
serves a dual purpose in communicating the
overall message of our campaign.
On one level, your move represents making choices in daily situations.
On another level, your move represents the literal movement of our target
audience through major phases of their lives.
Our slogan follows the same three-phrase pattern as jcpenney’s current
tagline, New Look. New Day. Who Knew! This will make for a subtle
transition for consumers. Our target audience is put in control and
presented with a direct call to action.
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Boys cotton polos in various colors & styles are available at jcpenney.

Boys straight-leg blue jeans are available at jcpenney.

The magazine advertisements stay true to the engaging interactive core of the
campaign. The women are presented with an everyday, slightly humorous
situation and are given two choices. The two choices lead to two separate
pages, each with a different outcome completing the 3 page series. The
magazines ads will be tailored to each segment—singles, engaged or
newlyweds and mothers—using specific situations and magazines relevant
to them.
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1

2
television STORY BOARD

THE HOT

MESS
[

Capture the moment and keep
the party going. (Flip to page 32)

[

PLAY DATE

[

Interrupt the fun and get your friend
out of there. (Flip to page 12)

[
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[

Let your kid have the play date to keep
him out of your hair. (Flip to page 44)

[

As you shuffle through bills on your
counter, you hear the knocking of pots
and pans from the kitchen.

SON: Woo! Yea!

A computer mouse clicks option two.

The spot rewinds to reveal what would
have happened had you bought a new
outfit for your son.

You re-enter your home to find your son
dressed up and waiting for you.

He smiles angelically as you approach.

SON: (In a British accent) Hello Mummy,
It’s so nice to have you home.

VO: jcpenney. your life. your style. your
move. Visit YouTube.com slash jcp
your move.

3

DILEMMA

or

A computer mouse clicks option one to
reveal what will happen if you buy a
new set of pots and pans.

or

[

Chip away at the To Do list before it
takes over your life. (Flip to page 18)

[

Dress, boots and other clothing available in the men’s and women’s departments at jcpenney.
Boys cotton polos in various colors & styles are available at jcpenney.

SINGLES

ENGAGED OR NEWLYWEDS MOTHERS

1 This ad appeals to the singles segment
of the target audience. It is a common
night on the town until a friend thinks it
is okay to let loose on the dance floor.
Women have the option to capture the
moment or take their friend home. This ad
appeals to women’s social needs. Our
research shows that single women in our
target audience are motivated with social
interaction and some of their purchase
triggers are nightlife and social wear. The
humorous and relatable situation, paired
with the engaging nature of the ad will
appeal to this segment.

2 This ad depicts a tough predicament
of who to invite to a wedding. The bride
has two choices, both of which will lead
to awkward, yet lighthearted outcomes.
Our target audience has either planned
a wedding or is in the process of
planning and this ad is relevant to
both groups. The QR code leads to the
countdown on YouTube for the launch of
our Phase 2 experience.

3 This set of ads shows the first page
of the three page experience. On the
first page, a busy mom must choose
between a play date for her son or
tackling her hefty to-do list. Our research
shows that mothers’ lives revolve around
their children and that they are short
on time. Based on this information we
created a genuine, relatable situation
that will appeal to this segment.

This commercial focuses on consumers and their choices. Showcasing
a child will instantly appeal to mothers in our target audience.
By combining humor with a relatable situation, they will connect
jcpenney with positive life moments and see how the retailer fits within
their everyday lives.

A QR code on the outcome page will
direct them to a countdown on YouTube
for the launch of our Phase 2 experience.
The interactive experience encourages
women to take control of their lives, with
the help of jcpenney.
12 | PHASE 1
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Sephora

“Awkward Car Ride”
:30 radio spot

Whatever your plans for the night, look fabulous with

Sephora in jcpenney

Girl, You’ve Got Options.

SFX: LIGHT MUSIC PLAYING, PEOPLE LAUGHING

Hot Date

or

SFX: CAR STARTS

Girls Night
Peel to reveal savings

15%
off an entire
purchase at

Sephora
in jcpenney
Whatever your plans for the night, look fabulous with

Sephora in jcpenney

Hot Date

or
Girls Night
Peel to reveal savings

Visit youtube.com/jcpyourmove
to see where the night will take you.

Visit youtube.com/jcpyourmove
to see where the night will take you.

20%

ANNCR: We’ve all been there. You’re on the date of your

off a single item
purchase at

dreams, feeling fabulous in your new Aldo pumps, until… a

in jcpenney

sexual song comes on the radio.

Sephora

WOMAN: Thank you for tonight. I had a great time.
SFX: MARVIN GAYE’S SEXUAL HEALING STARTS PLAYING
MAN: This is such a good song! (sings along to song for 4
seconds, very poorly)
ANNCR: Do you laugh it off? He has to be kidding. Or do you
turn it off?
MAN: (continues singing without the music)

The Sephora direct mail piece engages our target
audience with an interactive mirror, which allows
women to sample the make-up without actually
applying it. They view themselves wearing the make-up
through shaded areas on the mirror. Like the rest of our
promotions, the women must make a choice to receive
their coupon. The jet black make-up bag distinguishes
itself from other pieces of mail and will appeal to the
fun-obsessed attitude of our target audience. This piece
will be sent out toward the end of Phase 1, right before
the YouTube launch at the beginning of Phase 2. A
QR code will lead our target audience to the YouTube
experience being introduced.
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ANNCR: Definitely not a joke. your move.
ANNCR: jcpenney: your life. your style. your move. Visit
YouTube.com/jcpyourmove to see where the night will take you.

The radio spot appeals to the target audience by capturing an awkward, yet relatable
life moment. The listeners are transported to the end of a good first date, when an illtimed, overly suggestive song comes on the radio, causing an awkward situation that
ends in a choice: do you laugh it off or turn it off? The humorous and relatable situation
will encourage the listener to make a decision and continue their experience on YouTube.
Pumps are also mentioned in the radio spot to show that jcpenney carries designer shoe
brands that will help her through any first date.
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YOUTUBE STORY BOARD

While walking down a city street, you run right into
Jessi, your obnoxiously perky friend from
high school.

JESSI: Oh my gosh! How have you been? I’ve
been great, obviously. I’m engaged! The wedding
is Saturday. You have to come. Here’s an invitation.

Left Button: Blow her off. No one is that happy.
Right Button: Any excuse to buy a dress.
A cursor clicks on the right button.

You sort through a clothing rack and pull two dress
options: jet black and bold red.

Left Button: Jet Black.
Right Button: Bold Red.
A cursor clicks on the right button.

You step out to show Rhonda, your sales associate.

RHONDA: You look amazing in that dress! I have
just the thing to make it even better.

Man approaches the fitting room area.
MAN: Oh hey. Wow, I haven’t seen you since high
school. (PAUSE) Sorry, you look... amazing in
that dress.

Rhonda walks in and hands you a bra. The man
watches uncomfortably.
RHONDA: Here you go, this will go great under
the dress.

Left Button: Take the bra. You’re a woman and
women wear bras.
Right Button: Pretend you have never met Rhonda.
She’ll understand.
A cursor clicks the left button.

You quickly grab the bra and throw it aside.

MAN: So yea, I’m just looking for something to
wear to Jessi’s wedding. Will you be there?

Left Button: Play it safe and tell him you’ll see
him there.
Right Button: Boldly ask him to be your date
for the wedding.
A cursor clicks the right button.

MAN: I can’t wait.

Please enjoy 20% off any women’s apparel item
at jcpenney.

ESTABLISHING
CONNECTIONS
april 1 – may 31, 2012
Objective
Our objective is to increase interactivity with our target audience by encouraging online
engagement through social media networks and shopping at jcp.com.

measurement
10% increase in number of jcp.com visits from target audience
15% increase in online sales linked to promotions

Actions
Research shows women tend to consume less video than men, but show more of a propensity for
YouTube. The flagship of our campaign is a unique YouTube video series. YouTube is the number
one video-sharing site on the Internet. It is a place where people build communities around videos,
personalities and music. It is this sense of community that we will build around jcpenney through a
series of videos.
77% of users enter YouTube with the intention of watching one video, but the average user ends
up spending 15 minutes per day on YouTube. The your move video series engages the viewer
through humorous and genuine appeals, compelling them to continue their YouTube experience.
Women will have the option to start at one of three different life-cycle points - singles, engaged or
newlyweds, mothers. As in other media components, multiple choices are presented, leading to
separate outcomes tailored to their specific lifestyles and interests.
The videos will be shot from the perspective of the viewer, lasting 15-45 seconds each, for a
total of 5 minutes. These videos will introduce characters that showcase jcpenney’s products and
uniquely personify the retailer for each participant.
Viewers can choose to connect to Facebook to determine placement and address information
from their profile. This connection will enable the viewer to share a summary of their story on their
wall to engage their friends in the experience. By presenting a choice at the end of each video,
the viewer is in complete control of her actions.
This elaborate web of choices allows jcpenney to collect an exponential amount of data from the
consumers as they move through the series. This is, essentially, the world’s most interesting survey.
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PUBLIC RELATIONS
We will distribute a press release to major outlets in print, television and the internet. This notification will describe the
campaign itself, the emphasis on women ages 25-34, and the new direction for jcpenney.
The first release will be issued prior to the launch of the YouTube video series. This release sets the stage for the campaign.
The unique experience offered by this video series will encourage press outlets to address our campaign due to the interests
of their audience and the natural buzz factor.
After the YouTube launch, we will issue a second press release summarizing the participation levels that will be of general
interest to the public.
A press release will also be issued before and after a promotional event introduced in Phase 5. It is important that we
maintain strong connections with the media to maximize positive, recurring coverage.

Youtube Landing Page interactive ad

Fashism.com

The placement and movement of a cohesive banner and daughter ad will cause visitors to linger on the YouTube
homepage, acting as a gateway to our jcpenney your move campaign.

Fashism.com is a social fashion site
where users can post photos of their
outfits to be evaluated by other users.

Once a visitor reaches the homepage, the model from the daughter ad will reach her arm out from the box to
try on one of the four featured jcpenney tops from the banner ad. This interactive ad allows the user to select
which top the model tries on next, encouraging users to click through to the YouTube video series. The interactive
advertising on YouTube will take place on day 1 of both Phases 2 and 4.

groupon
Groupon has significantly more daily visitors and
covers more cities than other group-buying sites.
According to a study conducted by Rice University,
66% of businesses that run and complete Groupon
promotions show profit. 50% of Groupon users
purchase beyond the promotion’s face value, and 31%
make repeat purchases.
62% of Groupon users are female. Two Groupon
promotions will attract new customers to jcpenney
through discounts, while enhancing the JCP Rewards
program for existing customers.
The first discount will encourage consumers to
become frequent jcpenney shoppers. We will offer
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50% off any jcpenney shoe purchase, or 80% off if
purchased with a JCP Rewards card.
The second discount will drive consumers into
the jcpenney Salon by offering $80 worth of salon
services for $20.
The use of Groupon expands jcpenney’s social
touch points, connecting our target audience to
their community by way of social media and word
of mouth. Through these two key promotions, the
consumers will be able to experience jcpenney
digitally, locally
and socially.

Early adoption of this platform
demonstrates jcpenney’s fashionforward thinking. Women are highly
influenced by others’ opinions, and
Fashism.com’s instant feedback
is perfect for gaining an outside
opinion.
Females ages 25-34 are the main
audience of Fashism.com. After
visiting the site, 33% of users click to
Facebook or Twitter.
A partnership with
Fashism.com will increase user
awareness of jcpenney’s fashionable
merchandise. This unique use of social
technology will increase sales and
further jcpenney’s online presence.

social media

Twitter

To measure the success of this
campaign and to monitor the activity
across all of jcpenney’s social media
platforms, we will use the social
media analytic site Viralheat.com. By
utilizing Viralheat, we will be able
to track social media progress and
harness this information to yield a
higher Return On Investment (ROI).

With discussion of the your move
campaign, people will be encouraged
to use the hashtag #jcpyourmove in
their tweets to aggregate
campaign-related activity.

Social media provides organic and
authentic promotion of our message.
The your move campaign creates a
customized experience that users will
share with their social network.

Facebook

Foursquare
Foursquare is a location-based, social
networking application that allows users
to “check-in” at local venues through
their mobile devices. Foursquare’s
recent 3.0 update includes a variety of
new features. To increase first time visits
to jcpenney, we will take advantage
of the new feature: Newbie Specials.
Those who respond to our your move
campaign by “checking-in” at jcpenney
for the first time, will be rewarded with
a discount of 20% off a purchase of
$20 or more, sent via their Foursquare
account. The use of Foursquare
expands jcpenney’s social touch points
and will be promoted through social
media and word of mouth.

52% percent of Twitter users are
women. The largest age group on
Twitter is 26 to 34 years old.

48% percent of Facebook users
ages 18-34 check Facebook right
when they wake up. Facebook
is an important part of our target
audience’s life and is used as essential
means of communication with friends
and businesses. It is our intention
to respect the personal nature of
Facebook and maintain a natural
relationship with our consumers.
This will be done with a specialized
iFrame application added to the
jcpenney fan page. This application
will provide embedded starting points
for the YouTube series along with
a live RSS feed of tweets with the
hashtag #jcpyourmove. It will also
allow discussion of the campaign
for visitors.
This approach provides a
non-intrusive image of jcpenney and
the your move campaign.
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jcp.com
by jcpenney

Our emphasis on digital and social media solutions will drive more traffic to jcp.com. With the unveiling
of jcpenney’s new logo, it is an opportune time to update the website to reinforce the modern design. We
consolidated the navigation options on the front page to provide a more intuitive and fluid experience. Our
new design will help differentiate from the competition while reinforcing jcpenney’s commitment to surprising
style at compelling prices.
The features offered by our two mobile applications will also be made available through jcp.com allowing
consumers to engage with jcpenney at home and on the go.
Finally, we reformatted the site for easy language translation. Offering multiple language options is a simple
and effective way to show that jcpenney understands their customers.

jcpenney mobile app
Our research indicates that online shopping is popular
among our target audience, however 58% has indicated that
they were hesitant to actually make a purchase online. Many
women are browsing for future in-store purchases. Features of
the jcpenney mobile app allow the user to:
-Browse the jcpenney catalog and make purchases
-Access JCP Rewards account information
-Manage digital copies of all receipts
-Receive exclusive in-store coupons that activate when
a user “checks-in” to jcpenney on Foursquare
-View the jcpenney your move campaign on YouTube
-Access jcpenney’s existing “Virtual Dressing Room”
-Utilize the jcpenney Virtual Shopping Assistant
-Read reviews and recommendations for items from
other users
-Page jcpenney sales associates for in-store assistance
The jcpenney Virtual Shopping Assistant is designed to help
customers navigate retail locations more efficiently. Anytime
the jcpenney mobile app is loaded in the store, consumers
will be able to search for products—either through the
jcpenney catalog or by typing in an item number or product
description. When an item is selected, the app will scan
the store map and find the location of the item. If the item
is present in the store, the phone’s camera will be activated
and a digital indicator will signal the item’s location. This will
transform the user’s mobile device into a shopping GPS.
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jcpenney Modern Bride app
jcpenney offers many products for the soon-to-be bride—from
wedding dresses to home furnishings—and jcpenney can
easily capitalize on this market by increasing the visibility of
their wedding selections via a mobile application.
We will partner with The Knot for our wedding app as
brides-to-be ranked TheKnot.com as their #1 wedding
website. We will incorporate The Knot’s Wedding 911
feature, which allows users to ask one of The Knot’s wedding
planners about solutions to their wedding emergencies. The
app will allow users to scan barcodes in-store or online to
add items to their wedding registry. It will also feature a
calendar and date book to keep their wedding contacts
and appointments in one place. Other features will include
a to-do list and notepad, the ability to set up in-store salon
and photography sessions, and access to jcpenney bridal
consultants. Offering such a useful app for busy brides-to-be
will increase credibility and recognition for Modern Bride.
The app will not only encourage this demographic to shop
in-store for their wedding, but it will also create a positive
customer experience, making them more inclined to continue
shopping with jcpenney once their wedding is over.
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PURL EXECUTIONS

creating
RELATIONSHIPS
June 1 – August 31, 2012
Objectives

BACK

INSIDE

FRONT

PURL LANDING PAGE

Our objectives are to increase sales of jcpenney’s products and services for our target
audience and to continue creating awareness among non-jcpenney shoppers through mass
media and positive word of mouth.
Sorry for flashing your bra in front of that fine-looking gentleman!

measurement
15% increase online and in-store sales linked to promotions
20% increase in positive social media retweets, posts, blog mentions and YouTube views
and comments
10% improvement in scores on a recognition test of promotional initiatives

Actions
We will create Twitter profiles for the characters in the your move series. These characters will
tweet about campaign-relevant material to maintain interest between video releases.
These characters will build on the story of our campaign, creating an intricate concept that our
target audience will follow and discuss. Personal engagement will provide insight into how
they view the characters and what they want to see next.
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I get a little excited sometimes, especially
when it comes to undergarments.
To apologize, I made you a personal web page ﬁlled with
rewards. Fill out a few questions and you will automatically
recieve a $10 jcpenney gift card. Fill out a couple more
and you’ll be entered to win other jcpenney rewards.

(Don’t know what I’m talking about? Find out at YouTube.com/jcpyourmove)

What accessory best completes your look?
the perfect shoes

Clearly, I don’t joke about apologies.

Enjoy,

Rhonda

the perfect purse

the perfect jewelry

What is your make-up must have?
mascara

foundation

lipstick

How can we improve your jcpenney shopping experience?

jcpenney Customer Service

After the completion of Phase 2, a branded
Personalized URL (PURL) campaign will launch. This
serves as a digital direct mail piece that will lead the
recipients to their own website (www.yourmove.com/
firstname.lastname).

The landing page will ask them three targeted
questions for marketing research. Once the user clicks
the “submit” button, she will receive a printable $10
in-store coupon. Offering this reward will increase facetime with jcpenney and in-store traffic.

The PURL execution will be personalized to their
YouTube experience. It will feature a letter from a
specific individual they encountered, persuading the
recipient to visit their PURL. Once there, they will be
prompted to enter their demographic information and
complete a survey.

Once jcpenney collects all of the data, participants will
be separated into previous and potential customers.
Each category will receive an e-mail based on their
current or potential purchasing behavior.
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SWEEPSTAKES
Two sweepstakes will increase in-store traffic and awareness about jcpenney and
its registries. Consumers will be entered into the sweepstakes by interacting with the
jcpenney Wedding and Gift registries. Winners of the drawing will receive a $10,000
prepaid jcpenney gift card and recognition on the homepage of jcp.com.
The Say I Do Sweepstakes will run June 1 to Mid-July 2012, during the height of
wedding season. One lucky bride will win a jcpenney gift card to complete her perfect
wedding. Our primary research has shown that brides continue to spend less on their
wedding, with 45% of survey respondents planning to spend approximately $10,000
on their wedding.
The Fill Your Nursery Sweepstakes will run Mid-July to August 31, 2012. According to
the National Center for Health Statistics, most U.S. births occur in July and August. One
lucky mom or mom-to-be will win a jcpenney gift card to complete her baby’s nursery.
Both sweepstakes will have one winner from each of the five regions of the U.S. Our
message will be delivered using in-store promotions and e-mail blasts.

Reinforcing the bond
september 1 – november 31, 2012

Objective
Our objective is to increase awareness of
jcpenney and drive online sales during the
holiday season through interactive digital
experiences.

measurement
10% increase in visits to jcp.com
Increase in hits on YouTube video series
compared to Phase 2

ACTION
We will create a holiday theme for elements
of the campaign established in previous
phases.

This ad will accomplish the same goals
as Phase 1, but with a holiday twist. The
ad will again focus on a child, except
this time, she has baked a bad batch of
cookies. Women have the choice to eat
the cookies, or “leave them for Santa.” The
holiday twist continues the use of relatable,
humorous appeals.
A holiday version of the Sephora direct
mail piece used in Phase 1 reinforces the
original goals.
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glee partnership

jcpenney will be replace the Rascal Flatts entertainment partnership with FOX’s hit television
show Glee. According to FOX’s 2010/11 Season Performance Highlights, Glee was the
Number 2 show among Adults ages 18-34. The report reveals Glee was the Number 1
comedy among Women ages 18-49.
Research shows that Glee fans, or Gleeks, are heavy users of music downloads, social
networking sites, texts, mobile downloads and streaming video. Our partnership with Glee
will reinforce the digital and social aspects of our campaign.

MAKING IT MATTER
december 1, 2012 – January 31, 2013
Objective
Our objective is to leave a lasting impression of jcpenney with our target audience.

measurement
15% increase in favorable ratings on customer service surveys
15% increase in overall attitude toward jcpenney

ACTION
We will create a promotional event to establish long-term relationships with our target audience.
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During sponsored episodes of Glee, cast members will wear jcpenney merchandise,
prompting viewers to purchase featured items. jcpenney will also sell a Glee holiday
soundtrack, available exclusively in their stores.
Sephora currently has a relationship with Glee, including a partnership with cast member,
Lea Michele. She was listed as one of TIME Magazine’s most influential people of 2010.
Lea Michele will promote our campaign through social media networks, tweeting and posting
about Sephora inside jcpenney. The partnership between Sephora and Glee also features
Sephora by OPI goes Gleek Chic, an exclusive collection of Glee nail colors and prints.
jcpenney will expand the current relationship Sephora has with Glee.

GLEE IN-STORE EVENT

To kick off our partnership with Glee, we will hold an in-store holiday event for stores with
Sephora inside jcpenney. This will be in conjunction with the show’s mid-season finale.
During the episode, cast members will wear clothing provided by jcpenney. Prior to the
first commercial break and again before the credits, a sponsorship message from jcpenney
will encourage viewers to visit the store for A Gleek Chic Holiday. This in-store event will
feature the outfits worn in the episode the night before. Mannequins will be dressed in the
clothes, with well-stocked clothing racks holding the same items positioned nearby. The Glee
Holiday Soundtrack will be played on the in-store sound system and the soundtracks will be
prominently displayed with the mannequins. Sephora will offer free makeovers and feature
the Gleek Chic Nail Colors at the counters. The holiday event will bring consumers inside
jcpenney during the holiday shopping season. It will be promoted through in-store promotions
and PR. A Gleek Chic Holiday will launch jcpenney’s long-term partnership with Glee.
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Media
Overall
Due to the established nature of jcpenney, we have
provided a media plan that emphasizes reach over
frequency to convey a compelling reminder to women
in our target audience. During the heavy months of mass
media, our overall GRPs purchased equal 383, giving us
a reach of 89.3 and an average frequency of 4.3. In the
low months, our purchases will be 256 GRPS, giving us a
reach of 83.1 and an average frequency of 3.1. Reach
and frequency will be supplemented during the low months
through added social media support.

Television And Hulu

We will be using :30 television and Hulu.com spots
to introduce our campaign to our target audience and
encourage them to interact with jcpenney via social media.
Television advertising is the primary media during Phases
1, 3 and 5 with 125 combined GRPs in primetime network
and daytime cable per month. During Phases 2 and 4 of
the campaign, the television presence will lessen to allow
the social campaign to become the focal point and GRPs
will decrease to 90 per month. Television spots will appear
during daytime shows on cable channels like E!, Lifetime
and Oxygen, as well as during primetime shows like Fox’s
network hit series Glee. Advertisements on Hulu.com will
heavy up in Phase 2 and 4, opposite heavy traditional
television ads, serving as another vehicle to drive traffic to
the YouTube series and establish jcpenney with viewers of
streaming television in the target audience.
Rationale: Television provides an opportunity for extensive
reach and message exposure while setting the tone for
the YouTube series online. We are supplementing network
television with cable channels due to high Nielsen ratings
and strong MRI data for our target audience. Daytime ads
will reach stay-at-home mothers in our target audience on
channels featuring popular shows such as The View and The
Young and The Restless, two of the highest rated daytime
shows. Hulu.com will serve busy women who prefer to
watch television streaming online. It is more cost-effective
than advertising during shows on specific network sites.

Radio

Print

Magazines will allow us to reach the various segments of
our audience with concentrated and specifically targeted
messages. Full-page ads will run in Allure, American
Baby, Bridal Guide, Brides, Cosmopolitan, Fit Pregnancy,
Glamour, InTouch Weekly, OK! Weekly, Parenting and
Parents. Budget dollars spent on magazine advertising
will remain relatively stable throughout the year. A heavy
emphasis will be placed on ads featuring QR codes that
direct traffic to the YouTube series in March, April, August
and September. jcpenney will continue their FSIs in regional
newspapers, while incorporating the your move slogan and
YouTube QR codes.
Rationale: According to MRI data, magazine readership
has remained stable in recent years, even as women are
spending increasing amounts of time online. The magazines
we have chosen feature relevant editorial content, high MRI
indices for our target audience, sizable subscriber rates and
strong pass-along readership. Furthermore, total circulation
for the titles chosen is over
15 million women and the average readers per copy is
8.2 women.

We have executed a :30 second radio spot that will run
during drive time in key markets including Chicago, Phoenix,
Los Angeles, Houston, San Antonio, Miami, San Diego
and New York. Radio buys will remain constant at 48
GRPs of net national morning and evening drive time radio
throughout the campaign, with the exception of a heavy
up in Phase 3. At this point we will purchase 35 additional
GRPs of spot radio in the eight key markets.
Rationale: Radio provides an opportunity for regionalized
and localized support of our campaign messages. It allows
for the communication of special savings opportunities that
vary across regional lines that will be utilized for special
promotions in Phase 3. Key markets were chosen based on
their large, diverse populations and the high concentration of
jcpenney stores in the trading area.

Rationale: Direct mail is the best way to promote
Sephora, as it allows for specialized focus in retail markets
that have Sephora inside jcpenney locations. Direct mail
pieces provide a tangible, interactive execution of the
creative of our campaign. Also, women in our target
audience are more likely to read direct mail and e-mail
blasts than newspapers.

Rationale: On average, women in the U.S. spend over
an hour per day on the internet. They split their time between
social networking, e-mail, retail, and multimedia, relying
on the Internet as an integral part of their everyday lives.
Because our campaign is a natural expansion of their daily
Internet activities, Internet ad purchases warrant a substantial
portion of our media budget. Also, the YouTube interactive
ads will serve as a buzz agent for the campaign, capturing
the attention of users that access the YouTube homepage.

Eyecorp

Internet
Our campaign is built around the Internet. Online media
spend will be more substantial in Phases 2 and 4 to provide
multiple online touchpoints for our target audience, while
driving traffic to YouTube and jcp.com. The online media

Advertising through Eyecorp provides a vehicle for
spreading the creative message, while our target audience is
at the mall actively shopping. We will expand the reach of
our campaign message by featuring digital posters in kiosks
located in major malls with jcpenney stores.

Media Buying
feb

Direct Mail And E-mail

Traditional direct mail will be utilized to increase awareness
and trial of Sephora products in the 230 retail markets
surrounding Sephora inside jcpenney locations. In addition,
direct e-mail will be utilized in conjunction with the
Personalized URL campaign. Separate direct mail pieces
featuring QR codes linked to the YouTube series will also be
mailed to JCPRewards members in our target audience to
encourage them to view the videos and receive additional
sales promotions.

budget includes, sponsored search engine links on Google
for jcpenney brands and merchandise-related keywords,
sponsored blogs, banner ads on relevant web sites and
sponsored tweets from Glee stars. Youtube.com banner and
daughter ads that flood the screen with interactive media will
be puchased in conjunction with the release of the YouTube
video series in Phases 2 and 4.

mar

apr

may

jun

jul

aug

sept

oct

nov

dec

jan

television
hulu
magazines
internet
direct mail
radio
eyecorp
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BUDGET
MEASURES OF SUCCESS
Metrics used to evaluate the effectiveness of our campaign include: online traffic to jcp.com, in-store sales linked to
promotions, positive social media retweets, posts and blog mentions, JCPRewards registrations, recognition tests of
promotional initiatives, hits on the YouTube video series and overall attitudes toward jcpenney.
We propose for jcpenney to continue conducting in-depth quarterly sales reviews to evaluate current market share
for the target audience. In addition, ongoing market research will be used to track consumer shopping and media
trends as they relate to the campaign throughout. By objectively evaluating research findings, we’ll be able to
adjust our strategy and tactics to better suit the target audience. We have budgeted $5 million dollars in order to
have the financial flexibility for adjustments. Estimates for phase budget dollars include print, television, radio and
internet purchases other than YouTube and Hulu.

MEDIA BUDGET BY PHASE

ADDITIONAL FIXED COSTS

PHASE 1

PROMOTIONS $15,000,000

Total GRPs: 752

YOUTUBE $800,000

Total Budget Dollars: $15,100,000

HULU $3,635,000

PHASE 2

EYECORP $750,000

Total GRPs: 550

RESEARCH $5,000,000

Total Budget Dollars: $13,060,000

CONTINGENCY $5,000,000

PHASE 3

TOTAL COST OF CAMPAIGN $100,000,000

Total Budget Dollars: $15,500,000
Total GRPs: 650
Budget Dollars: $13,085,000

PHASE 4
13.7%

PHASE 5
Total GRPs: 764

So what do you do?

PHASE 5

Choose another campaign that plays it safe? Or choose our campaign
that will work?

13.7%
PHASE 2
13.7%

Total Budget Dollars: $13,070,000
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We have used this knowledge to create a campaign unlike anything
jcpenney has ever done. It is personalized and social, building relationships
with women 25-34, no matter their stage of life. We are improving their
experience with jcpenney at every level of consumer contact, creating new
expectations for their retail relationships. They are discovering a part of their
lives they didn’t know they were missing.
Through this campaign, jcpenney has become more than just a store; it’s
become a choice they make every day.

PHASE 4

TOTAL MEDIA BUDGET: $69,815,000

We have come to know and embrace jcpenney, its core values, and
its mission.
We have talked with the women of your target audience; a diverse group
of women at different stages of their life, but with similar attitudes. Their
relationships are strong. They are confident in their choices.

Total GRPs: 948

TOTAL GRPs: 3664

You know where you want to go. You’ve asked for our advice on how to
get there.

PHASE 1
15.8%

PHASE 3

ADDITIONAL
FIXED COSTS

16.2%

26.89%

your move.
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